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I NIITP'S ACTIVITY IN THE FIELD OF ELECTRIC PROPULSION

A S Koroteev. V. A. Petrosov

NIITP was established in 1933. It is a first rocket Institute in USSR. Here worked all the
outstanding scientists of rocket-space technology in USSR and Russia - Korolev. Keldysh,3 Glushko etc.

Now NIITP is a head research organization in the field of rocket space propulsion and
space power.

The electric thruster (ET) technology is one of most important in Institute.

The works on ET in NIITP began in 1960.

Success which has been achieved in rocket-space technology by now permitted
formulating the problems of development of adjacent space and solar system planet
exploration. At the same time the actual outlook for making sufficiently powerful space
nuclear power systems has evolved. In this connection at the beginning of the sixties the
researching works on possibilities of use of plasma accelerators for electric rocket thrusters
(ET) spread widely. The works were stimulated by the circumstances that, as the calculations
revealed, the ET use with high specific impulse (as compared with chemical and even thermal
nuclear rocket propulsion) gives the great advantage in space.

3 One of the most attractive transport problems seemed to be a manned Mars mission with
3 - 5 men crew return on the Earth. To provide this program with ET, the required power of
on-board power system is to be some (up to 10) megawatt, and the optimum magnitude of
specific impulse should be at a level of 50 km/s.

These values of parameters dictated almost uniquely the choice of type of ET-I magnetoplasma dynamic thruster (MPD) with a power in a single module equal to 500 - 1000
kW and more.

SIn NIITP as a head institute for space propulsion technology vast theoretical and
experimental investigations and designing developments of MPT were carried out.- For the
first ten years the large work was done: investigated were various propellants - gases
(hydrogen etc.), alkali metals (Li, K, Na, Cs) and alloys, bismuth; various configurations of
thrusters and plasma sources with power from 1 to 1000 kW, with external field and without
it; all possible design schemes of electrode assemblies and magnetic systems; the methods of
diagnostics were developed, unique stand base with stationary electric power supply (up to 10
kA d.c.) was developed etc.

In the seventies an interest in this problem comes appreciably down which was caused
first by difficulties in development of space nuclear power system of large power. The works
in this direction (making MPDs) were suspended, but on the basis of gained experience the
three directions not associated directly with propulsion problems began to progress.I One of direction was a development of plasma sources for creation of artificial plasma
formations (APF) in space and upper atmosphere layers, which helped to investigate both
space environment, and aspects of radio wave propagation in upper Earth atmosphere layers.
The plasma sources were mounted at various spacecrafts, and with their help and in
cooperation with other organizations, the important scientific results were obtained. The
installations developed in NIITP for generation of APF were tested in space at spacecrafts
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"Cosmos-728", "Cosmos-780", as well as in the course of starts of several geophysical rockets I
and ballistic missiles.

The second direction was tied to a use of arrangements developed on the basis of ET for
technological purposes - cleaning the surfaces, application of various coatings to them etc. In
consequence of these works the industrial installations for vacuum deposition were
manufactured in cooperation with other organizations.

The third direction in works on development of strong-current ion sources as applied to
problems of controlled thermonuclear fusion and oth. 3

The progress in the immediate ET propulsion direction in the seventies and the eighties
was associated with potentialities of on-board power systems of about 1 kW power. The
power level and the requirements imposed on ETs defined a transition from MPD to thrusters
of other type - Hall effect plasma accelerators with a closed electron drift. These thrusters
have sufficiently high performance in the mentioned power range and at a specific impulse of
about 20 km/s. The first developments of such thrusters named stationary plasma thrusters
(SPT) were executed in the Kurchatov Institute of Atomic Energy, then their manufacture was
set going in Experimental Design Bureau "Fakel", and somewhat later, in NIITP.

At present, the development of communication satellites and deployment of global and
regional systems for information interchange in real time on their basis is a most effective and
profitable. More than 70 % of all the satellites being launched in the world are communication
satellites. As applied to geostationary communication satellites, substitution of ET for orbital
correction LRE provides a lowering of spacecraft required mass by 15 % at a spacecraft life of
5 years and by 40 % at 15 year life, or permits an increase of the number of communication
channels (body of information transmitted) by 30 % and more than 50 %, respectively. Aside
from technical advantages, ET provides also the high economic efficiency. Comparison
economic analysis of expenditures for development and manufacture of propulsion systems 3
with ET and LRE has revealed that the cost of a unit of effective specific impluse (the index
of technical level of propulsion system) is for ET less by a factor of 5..6 times than for LRE.
In the immediate future, one of main problems for ET system is believed to be a spacecraft
transportation from a low near-earth orbit to a geostationary orbit (LEO - GEO problem) and
other high-energy orbits, as well as correction of these orbits. In doing so, it is expected that a
use of ET gives a substantial technical and economic gain.

Calculations show that in the near future for the majority of spacecrafts the demand for
ET with electric power from 1 to 10 kW and, possibly, to 100 kW, specific impulse from 15
to 30 km/s and life time of about 10,000 hours is in existence. Stationary plasma Hall
thrusters (SPHT) have the most high performance and efficiency in this range of parameters.

The indicated range of parameters is optimum to carry out the problems of orbital
correction and attitude control of spacecrafts of various purposes, interorbital flights, transport
towing, maintaining of low-flying satellite orbit (compensation of atmospheric braking,
provision of low level of residual microgravitation for orbital industrial complexes etc.). The I
interest of NIITP for ET as propulsion systems has been again expressed approximately in the
middle of the eighties. It was associated first with beginning of actual use of ETs in
spacecrafts. At first the works being carried out had a research nature - research of working
processes, development of methods for accelerated life tests etc. However. the necessity of
mastering of own ET production appeared in the course of these researching works.
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3 It results from some reasons, and, in particular, from new economic conditions in the

country due to change of economic situation and situation of home policy. This dictated a

transition from "research" to "production".

The works being conducted in NIITP are distinguished by complex approach to solution

of all problems of development, researches, test performance and investigation of ET

application areas. The full complex of works is being carried out in NIITP. It includes

solution of the following problems:

1. Research of ballistic efficiency and areas of use of ETs of various type.

2. Research of physical processes in ET and its separate parts for the purpose of

improvement of their characteristics.

3 3. Development and performance of qualification tests of ET for use in spacecrafts.

4. Development and research of characteristics of ET servicing systems - flow control3 unit, control and power supply systems etc.

5. Investigation of problems of ET's compatibility with systems and elements of

spacecraft design, as well as reciprocal influence and interaction.

Now SPHTs of the-two standard sizes are manufactured in NIITP: 1.5 kW T-100 for

correction and attitude control systems of spacecrafts and 4.5 kW T-160 for attitude control

systems and advanced transport systems providing the transition of spacecraft from low near-

earth orbit to geostationary orbit (LEO - GEO). These thrusters use gaseous xenon as a

propellant, have a specific thrust impulse of 15 - 20 km/s and efficiency of the order of 50 %.

I Design life of thrusters comprises about 8,000 hours. The thrusters are completed with

flow control units providing a propellant supply with a required mass flow rate to anode and

cathode-neutralizers according to the postulated program. The special modest-sized valves

with a mass less than 15 g are developed for the flow control units. It is possible that a thruster

comes complete with electric power conversion and control systems by agreement with

customer. On the basis of total performance the developed thrusters suit to the best world

specimens. Now a new thruster surpassing all the foreign in its parameters is developed.

To illustrate scales and depth of physical researches being carried out in NIITP, let us3 give some results that will be reported at this conference.

1. A common approach to description of oscillations in a plasma of closed electron drift

thruster is developed and systematically substantiated, which allows a derivation of

mechanisms of the known oscillation kinds from a united system of equations and a prediction

of new phenomena.

2. A diffusion model of ionization oscillations in a partially magnetized plasma is

developed as applied to closed electron drift thrusters. The region of thruster oscillation-free

operation is determined. It is a closed volume in a three-dimensional configuration space

I (B.U,rii). The use of the mentioned region at the stage of designing and development of new

thrusters will allow an optimization of design and curtailment of development time.

3. For the first time shape of electron distribution function by energy is determined from

classic equations of electron motion in crossed fields in plasma. It allowed a new explanation

of near-wall phenomena in a thruster channel without considering "exotic" suppositions.
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4. The mechanism of electron-drift wave in a thruster plasma is proposed. The self- I
sufficient mechanism for transfer of electron current transversely magnetic field is developed.
It gives an insight into abnormally large electron current in thrusters of SPHT type.

5. For the first time it is shown that a periodic plasma structure stable as to azimuthal

travels is generated in a region of accelerator section. Just this is an origin of anomalous
erosion of a channel at its outlet. Methods of combating anomalous erosion are proposed.

Besides scientific problems, pure technical ones are developed in NII'IP too. One of
complicated technical problems when developing the powerful ETs is now a problem of use
of xenon as a propellant. One of possible solutions of this problem lies in replacement of I
SPHT propellant-xenon-by alternative one. One may consider some metals, as that one, for
instance, cesium. Such studies are started in our institute.

In view of the fact that NIITP is not only and not so much a manufacturer of ERT, but
plays one of leading roles in progress of all space industry of Russia, it would be insufficient
to limit oneself with consideration of up-to-date and-new future problems only. Therefore, it
seems to be necessary to consider possible prospects of ET evolution if only shortly. It is clear
that rocket space technology will soon stop to play although an important, but, by and large,
auxiliary role, and become a direct participant in industrial process in the head forming fields I
- energetics, production ofinaterials and food-stuffs. The problems of ecology, energetics, raw
materials and, primarily, energy carriers get up before mankind more acutely (in terms of
demography forecast for XXI century).

The main purpose for preservation and evolution of mankind on the Earth is an increase
of level and quality of life at the expense of growth of energy provision by conservation and

improvement of environmental quality.

The complex solution of mentioned global intercorrelated problems of mankind
(energetics, ecology, raw materials) is possible on the basis of conception of energy supply to
Earth out of space and use of space resources. This conception provides for transfer of much
of power generation to space. It may be a consolidating pivotal program that will define an
evolution direction of rocket-space technology for far perspective.

The future of mankind is connected with reception of energy and raw materials in space
at simultaneous creation and preservation of conditions for spiritual progress and life
continuation of the man on the Earth.

In space the Sun and controlled nuclear reactions may serve as a power source. The
Moon or asteroid belt may serve as a source of raw materials (mineral resources - iron, nickel,
cobalt, silicon, noble metals, aluminium etc.), for the first time, for development of space
transportation, power and industrial infrastructure. Ecological clearness is provided by
location of productions outside the realm of the Earth atmosphere.

Preservation of inhabitant environment, including near-earth space, must be one of most
important purposes of space activity for far perspective.

Solution of these problems will require substantial increase of freight traffics between
various orbits and spacecrafts. In this connection it is clear that the fields .of ET application
will substantially widen. Power systems and power-propulsion systems based cn ET of new
generation will find a wide application in one of important long-range fields of actual use of
space technology - system of global power supply to the Earth out of space with ecologically
clean power at a level of several terawatt.
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Several options of energy supply to the Earth out of space are considered now.
ltowever, regardless of an accepted option of energy supply, the evaluations show the
deployment and the operation of such industrial and power complexes are not possible
without ETs of large power integral with spacecrafts and transporters, for four tasks at least.

Table 1

Task number Purpose of ET

1 Orbital parameters maintenance for space objects of energy supply to Earth,
including compensation of electromagnetic pressure force of a microwave ray
in unmanned geostationary reflector of a power supply system Earth-Space-
Earth, power supply stations, reflector-illuminators etc.

S2 Sustainer propulsion systems of interorbital tugs for delivery of various
freights, including propellant, for provision of objects of power supply to the
Earth and other spacecrafts on near-earth orbits.

3 Compensation of aerodynamic drag force of low-orbit vehicles for accumu-
lation of atmospheric air.

S4 Sustainer propulsion systems of expendable interorbital tug for transportation
of asteroids and cometary nucleuses to the Earth.

In Table 2 given are the evaluations of ET required performance for solution of these
tasks. The parameters of sustainer ETs of Mars manned complex are shown there too. (Task
5). For Task 2 shown are the possible ways of electric power supply to ET: SDS - solar
dynamic system, NPS - nuclear power systems, SHF - with external source of power and its3 transmission to a tug by a microwave ray.

Table 2

Dimen- Task
Performance sionsTask

ofET ofa 1 2 3 4 5
quantity SDS NPS SHF

Isp S 5,000- 3,000 3,000 3,000 1,600 1,500 5,500
8,000

N MW 0.5 -3 0.5-2 50 200 10 50 10-50

Propellant Kr, Ar, N, N, Ar, Li, N, Ar, Li, N, Ar, Li, N Fe. SiO Xe. Kr, Ar,
Li Na Na Na Li

Life time (with year 30 10 10 10 0 10 1 -2
periodic
replace-ment)

It should be noted that in spite of different purposes of the requirements to all ETs lay
within the ranges: for specific impulse - 15-18 km/s, for power - 1-200 MWV. for life - 1-30
years, and in view of possible replacement - i-5 years.
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Special attention should be paid to the fact that for the high-power ETs in the majority
of tasks a propellant will be first nitrogen (produced out of atmospheric air on low-orbital
spacecrafts), possibly, argon or crypton. as well as alkali metals (including the ones obtained
by treatment of lunar soil). In some cases, metals - iron, nickel etc. or substances of kind of
silicon oxide out of which asteroids or cometary nucleuses consist of should be used as a
propellant.

In spite of some apparent irreality of the given projects, they are characterized by
complex approach in solution of the problems coming into existence. We shall not assert that
the mentioned projects are the sole possible solution of all the problems, however, they serve
somewhat just for these purposes. Without questions, an ET has the great future in any
situation since just now they have a substantial technical and economic efficiency that will
increase with growth of volume of interorbital transportation. And it is self-evident that one
cannot conceive the realization of manned interorbital missions, exploration of Moon and
solar system planets without ETs. Therefore, development of ET is one of most perspective
and advantageous directions and will be one of priorities in NIITP.
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